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April and May in Darts Hill Garden Park were absolutely lovely. Visitor numbers were up and

plant sales at the Darts Nursery significantly increased over this time last year. In April, May

and June, Darts Hill Garden Park was, (and will be) open every Friday, Saturday and Sunday

11 am - 3 pm. Darts Hill Garden Park will also be open expanded times in July and September

but, as usual, will be closed in August.

Please visit www.dartshill.ca for the most up to date scheduling.

A number of successful events, such as the Society’s AGM

March 2 and the month long Z.inc and Friends art exhibit

“Understory” occurred this spring at Darts Hill Garden

Park. Visitors really enjoyed the colorful temporary art

installations in the garden.

A second Spring Open House will take place in the garden

May 25. Plan to attend and enjoy a day in the garden.

DHGCTS, along with our community partners, Friends of

Semiahmoo Bay Society (FOSBS), hosted several successful

cleanups of our Native Demonstration Garden and Native

Loop in April and May in anticipation of the Coastal

Native Plant tour on Sunday May 12.

A third cleanup is planned in June. Check out the

dartshill.ca calendar for more information.

The April 27 “Get Growing “ Spring Open House with plant sale was

very busy and for the first time, the book published by the DHGCTS, “A

Secret Garden: the Story of Darts Hill Garden Park, “was available for sale

($29.95). Twenty-one books were sold on the first day of sales.

http://www.dartshill.ca/
http://www.dartshill.ca/


One of my favorite events, Sounds of Summer is scheduled twice this year, Friday July 12 from

1 pm- 2:30 pm and the evening of Wednesday July 31, 5 pm – 8 pm. Come and join us for these

special events to listen to the sound of music in the garden. Bring your friends and family.

Check our website for more information, www.dartshill.ca.

Don’t forget the official book launch of “A

Secret Garden: the Story of Darts Hill Garden

Park“ on Wednesday, July 31 from 3- 5 pm,

scheduled to coincide with the last Sounds of

Summer event. Author Margaret Cadwaladr

will be on hand to sign your personal copy of

the book. The sounds of Big Band music will

float through the garden in honor of Ed and

Francisca that night.

Next Native Plant Work Party - Saturday June 1, 9:15 am to 11:30 am

Darts Hill Garden Park

Please join in!

To receive notification and further details of work

parties, e-mail .

The Native Plant Loop and Demonstration Garden at

Darts Hill Garden Park and its volunteers thank you

for your interest!

Camassia leichtinii – photo:  S. Murray

The main tasks will be cutting back rampant shrubs and vines and removing rapidly growing

non-native weeds. New volunteers are welcome - those who want to learn more about native

plants and those who already have knowledge and hands on skills that they can contribute.

Whether you are able to attend the June 1 work party or subsequent ones (September 14 or

October 19) - your contribution is appreciated

This is a joint project of volunteers from Darts Hill Garden Conservancy Trust Society; The

Friends of Semiahmoo Society, and The Little Campbell Watershed Society.

http://www.dartshill.ca/
mailto:info@dartshill.ca


MEMBERSHIP CORNER

MEMBERS’ DAY & Plant Sale

SUNDAY, JUNE 16  11- 3 PM

THE GARDEN IS CLOSED

JUNE 28, 29, 30

SOUNDS OF SUMMER

FRIDAY JULY 12  1:00-2:30 PM

MEMBERS’ DAY

SUNDAY JULY 14  11- 3 PM

BOOK LAUNCH

WEDNESDAY JULY 31

3:00-5:00 PM

SOUNDS OF SUMMER

WEDNESDAY JULY 31

6:30 – 8:00 PM

STROLLS

CONTINUE EVERY FRIDAY, 

SATURDAY & SUNDAY ; JUNE, JULY

AND SEPTEMBER - 11-3 PM

UPCOMING SCHEDULE

- Jane Robinson, Hospitality

Photo by K. Piccott

Trillium sessile
Photo:  Susan Murray

Photos courtesy of S. Murray

We have had a great start to the 2019 Darts Hill Garden season

with large numbers of visitors each weekend lured in by some

lovely weather and a chance to check out our first plant sales.

For those of you who have not yet visited the Garden this year,

our Welcome Table has moved a little further up the path, past

the washrooms and through the inner gate. For the visiting

cyclists, there is a bike rack set up behind our Table so your

bicycles are secure while you walk the Garden.

We have already accepted a nice number of new memberships

to the Darts Hill Garden Conservancy Trust Society this year.

Many of these new members have gone on to join one or more

of our volunteer groups. We very much appreciate their help

and enjoy getting to know new ‘gardening people’. It is easy to

make friends right away when we all have a common interest.



HAVE YOU SPENT SOME TIME PERUSING FRANCISCA’S LIBRARY?

The inventory of books contains some very interesting works, including books such as: ‘Down The

Garden Path’ and ‘Merry Hall’ by Beverley Nichols; ‘Gentle Plea for Chaos’ by Marabel Osler; and ‘One

Man’s Garden’ by Henry Mitchell. Books must remain in the house but members are welcome to find a

comfy chair to enjoy a good read. Or, spend some time researching from the many, many speciality

plant books.

Occasionally the incentive for someone to become a member can be a little unexpected. One day a lady,

to whom I was extolling the benefits of membership, needed no more convincing after I mentioned

there was coffee to be had up at the Darts House to which she would gain access with said

membership. She signed up right there and then and happily headed off for her caffeine fix.

A visitor I was very pleased to meet at the Welcome Table was David Darts who explained he was a

nephew of Edwin Darts. He mentioned he had not been to Darts Hill for quite some time. I was glad I

had my camera to capture a photo of David and Vickie, his wife, on their return to the Garden. They

were then able to spend some time at the House chatting with our long-time volunteer, Nancy, who

knew them well from when they used to visit Edwin and Francisca.

Be sure to check our schedule of openings to plan for your visits throughout the year. The Garden will

probably look spectacular right now after some recent rain. Make a note of our hours so as to leave

enough time to have a comfortable stroll around the 7-plus acres. Our regular Friday-Sunday open

hours are 11 a.m. – 3:00 p.m. (with a few listed exceptions for closures and special events).

Paulownia tomentosa Paulownia fortuneii



The most beautiful redbud in existence , is how many 

references refer to this remarkable 15-30'

FROM THE ARCHIVES: HAND-WRITTEN NOTES FROM THE JOURNALS OF ED AND FRANCISCA

- As found, transcribed and provided by Nancy Armstrong

As readers of this column know by now, except for Francisca’s copious garden inventories, there are

quite limited records from either of the Darts. As they were so busy DOING perhaps they found little

time left for journal keeping; however, Francisca did comment from time to time intentions to do just

that and made abortive attempts which started out daily and quickly ceased.

From Ed there is only ONE 15” x 5” ledger, mostly unused but with a variety of important archival

records. The earliest posting is 1943 and the last 1984. Amazing he never lost track of it in forty-one

years! As Ed was an accountant it is not surprising that the entries are in a ledger and that most of the

used pages are financial ones. In addition, there are four consecutive pages over 10 years … 1974, 1975,

1978, 1982, 1982, and 1984 of journal or diary type entries.

I have heard from several people over the years that Ed was tight with money, so again as an

accountant it may also be no surprise that he kept all records to the exact penny. There are five

detailed pages from 1943 to 1944 about the purchase of the 50 acres of the “White Rock Property”

including subdividing that we will share another time. There are 11 detailed pages about the Canadian

Kennel Club registered as Dartshill Kennels which Francisca started in 1955 when she was showing,

breeding and selling Shetland Sheepdogs. This could be another good column!

The first of two detailed records

included here are 1/3 of a page regarding

the “Cabin at White Rock”. This building

came to be known as the Shack and is

where the many tools used to build the

garden and other Shack memorabilia are

on display. It was built in 1945 by

Francisca’s father, Frederik Hendrik

Koster, a carpenter who immigrated to

Canada in 1924 from The Hague in South

Holland. The “Cabin” was built for the

Darts to have better accommodations

than the camper like rig they were using

as they cleared the land on weekends

driving out on Coast Meridian Road

(now 168th) from Vancouver.

You will note $136.68 is not quite the total cost as two entries are not detailed. Surely the 74 year old

building, which was moved to its present location after the house was built in 1947, has stood up well.



The most beautiful redbud in existence , is how many 

references refer to this remarkable 15-30'

The second, from August 1942, was one month’s $28.01

grocery purchases when they were living as newly weds

(28 June 1942) in Vancouver. What can we learn from this

one long page? Seventy-four years ago it was not unusual

to shop for groceries daily. There are only 5 days out of 31

when no purchases were made, including the day they

had “Supper Out” for $.52!

I am very fond of old reference books and old documents

for how much we can learn about the “times” by a careful

reading.

I just wanted to thank Nancy Armstrong for all her efforts in finding material and writing ‘From

the Archives’. Although there were documents and ledgers available, Nancy went to

considerable lengths over the years to find additional documentation, including researching at

Surrey’s Archives. All documents are filed in the house.

Working with the DHGCTS, the City’s Heritage Services will be compiling an inventory of items

within the house this June, as an additional resource for our knowledge.

Kathy Piccott - Editor



I’m very excited to organize a series of workshops

at Darts Hill Garden Park this year. The first

workshop, Bee Curious - People, Plants and

Pollinators, should be underway as we speak. If

you missed it, don’t worry, there are two more

workshops to come.

Rosina Cuk BFA, Diploma Horticulture Technology
Horticulturalist, Arborist, Ecological Garden Designer

Darts Hill Volunteer

UPCOMING WORKSHOPS – provided by Rosina Cuk

This Fall, we are fortunate to have Scarlet Black to

facilitate a Garden Photography workshop.

She has been using Darts Hill Garden Park as her

canvas for many years.

Scarlet Black is an artist photographer best known for her garden photography and

impressionist motion blur photography. Her photographs of local parks are often seen on

garden websites. Scarlet’s photographic prints have been exhibited in the Surrey Art

Gallery, the Visual Space Gallery in Vancouver, the Newton Culture Centre, and the White

Rock Pop-Up Gallery. In addition to photography, Scarlet also creates a cappella

performance art, drawings, and paintings. She has been a guest speaker at local

photography clubs and an advocate for local artists and photographers. She combines

artistic values, personal narrative, and photographic techniques to create strong and

personal images. These three influences will be explored in her upcoming garden

photography workshop.

View from the Garden - Capturing the character and beauty of the garden through

photography

Saturday, September 14th, 2 - 5pm

Sunday, September 15th 8 - 11am

$35 ($20 for members) for both sessions

More information: https://view-from-the-garden.eventbrite.com

This Winter, back for the second year, Sharon Lawson will teach us how to create a Festive
Christmas wreath. It may be hard to think about Christmas while the Rhodos are still

blooming in the garden, but be sure to mark your calendar and keep your eyes peeled for the

registration information since space is limited.

Christmas Wreath Workshop

Darts Hill Garden Park - Maple Activity Center

Saturday, December 6th, 11am - 2pm

Sunday, December 7th, 11am - 2pm

A drone bee 
being 
hatched

Our 
facilitator 
inspecting 
the hives

https://view-from-the-garden.eventbrite.com/


Not our usual beautiful garden photo but a

plea for pot donations to keep our Propagation

/ Plant Sale going. We have traditionally relied

on a very generous donator of pots and the

recycle bins at local plant nurseries but both

have disappeared. If you are visiting the

garden or participating in our plant sales and

have unused SQUARE pots please consider

dropping them off either at the welcome desk

or the plant sale area.

We use square pots to maximize our plunge

area and to ensure a tight fit for winter

storage. Sizes of most needed are 5.25” x 5.25”

x 6”, and 4 x 4 x 4.75”, and 3.5 x 3.5 x 4”.

Thanking you in advance!

Darts Hill Propagation Team

ARE YOU A POT HOARDER AND
WANT TO CLEAR SOME OUT?

POTS NEEDEDDarts Hill Propagation Group have been

enjoying the best ever financial start to our

2019 plant sales with over $4,000 in sales

even before the two May sale days! A

popular addition to our offerings this year

were our succulent planters and kokedama

(moss wrapped hanging plants) which

pumped up our sales numbers. Also the

increasing numbers of garden visitors is

making a big difference. In fact, the main

purpose of the plant sales is to attract

people to the garden and it does seem to be

having a positive affect.

PROPAGATION TEAM UPDATE– provided by Pam Yokome

We have held a number of successful

propagation sessions with our terrific crew

of volunteers and more to come because we

need to replace all those plants we have

sold! Look for some ‘new to us’ plants in

our prop frames in the coming weeks. Paris

quadrifolia, Salvia patens, Salvia argentea,

Cistanthe grandiflora are a few of the newest

“grown from seed” varieties we will be

offering for sale.



DOOR PRIZES AT THE 2019 DARTS HILL 

GARDEN CONSERVANCY TRUST SOCIETY 

AGM DONATED BY:

Art Knapp Nursery & Garden Centre, Surrey

City of Surrey, Partners in Parks

City of Surrey, Parks and Recreation

Darts Hill Propagation Committee

Fraser Valley Heritage Railway, Surrey

Hunters Garden Centre, Surrey

Phoenix Perennials and Speciality Plants

Potters Garden Centre, Surrey

Port Kells Nurseries, Surrey

Scarlett Black

Select Roses, Langley

Susan Murray

UBC Botanical Garden, Vancouver

Valleybrook Gardens Ltd., Abbotsford

West Coast Gardens

West Coast Seeds, Delta

THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 2019 REPORT, 

as provided by the Chair

The Darts Hill Garden Conservancy Trust Society’s (DHGCTS) AGM was held on Saturday, March 2.

Treasurer Ron Fawcett presented the budget for 2019 which was approved by the membership. The

Society’s 2018 revenues significantly exceeded expenses. All to the good.

Retiring Board members Liz Spring and Lee-Anne Pitcairn were thanked for their contribution to the

Board. Lee-Anne completed two back-back three year terms! 2019 Board elections were held and Society

members Sanne Dryborough and Susan Murray were re-elected while Sharon Lawson and Jane Robinson

were elected. All four were acclaimed to a 3-year position on the DHGCTS Board as Directors of the

Society.

Ken Warren, acting Garden Coordinator, updated the Society’s membership with an illustrated talk

about the changes and improvements to the garden in 2018 and plans for 2019. Sharon Lawson

introduced a selection of plants cut from the garden earlier in the week. Several of the cherry stems were

forced and their blooms brought a taste of spring into the meeting hall.

Longtime friend of the garden, Owen Croy, was recognized by the DHGCTS with an honorary lifetime

membership for his service to the garden. Both Sharon Lawson and Jane Robinson received recognition

for their long standing volunteer work in the garden as well.

Everyone enjoyed Douglas Justice’s presentation about

his three hiking trips to find unusual plants in the hills

and mountains of Vietnam. The genus Acer featured

prominently in the images.

Thanks again to the door prize collection group, in

particular Sanne Dryborough and her crew of helpers

who completed the task of sourcing a wonderful

selection of garden appropriate gifts. Thanks also to the

youth group and in particular, Allison Moorcroft and

her enthusiastic helpers at the Emmanuel Evangelical

Church for event logistics such as the AV and table set

up and the provision of the tasty light lunch.

Celeste Paley toured

DHGCTS members

through the garden after

the meeting in the bright

warm winter sunshine.

Thank you, Celeste!



PLANT ID – Pinus pinea provided by Pamela Yokome

Pinus pinea or the Italian Stone Pine or Umbrella Pine

is the tree in the spotlight at Darts Hill Garden for this

newsletter. This tree is fairly new to the Garden

having been donated in 2016 by Peter Vakomies who

purchased it and many more from Qualitree Nursery

in 2012. Look for this 8 year young tree in the centre

island (south end of Bed 43) of the big lawn along

with deciduous azaleas and a Sciadopitys verticillata,

koyamaki or Japanese umbrella-pine (that tree is a

unique conifer endemic to Japan and is the sole

member of the family Sciadopityaceae and genus

Sciadopitys, a living fossil with no close relatives, and

present in the fossil record for about 230 million

years.)

In its native habitat this tree grows 12-18m up to 30m (40-60’ rarely up to 100’)

x 10m (32’) at a moderate rate. This tree starts with a rounded shrubby form

that grows to form a thick trunk with an umbrella-shaped crown usually losing

its lower branches. As the tree ages the top broadens and flattens into an

Instagram-worthy silhouette and develops very attractive reddish-brown,

deeply-fissured bark. Bright green needles (5-8”) grow in bundles of two. Large

broad-oval chestnut brown cones up to 6” long take nearly 3 years to mature.

Their large edible seeds (pine nuts) are valued for their size, taste and texture

and are considered to be the very best edible pine nut.

This tree grows best in dry to medium moisture, well drained loams in full sun and does well in Zones

7-11. Pinus pinea has few major problems with disease or insects and is relatively drought resistant.

Small plants of Pinus pinea are sold as indoor small Christmas trees in North America. They are quite

easy to grow from seed and even Darts Hill’s own Propagation

Group have grown them from seed from a previous tree in the

garden and will have them for sale this year.

So visit Bed 43, sit on a bench, inhale the beautiful scents from

the deciduous Azaleas, gaze at the Pinus pinea (one day it will

look like these) and dream of Italy!

Pinus pinea is native to the Mediterranean region, occurring in Southern Europe, Israel, Lebanon and

Syria. In these areas edible pine nuts (pignolis) from this pine have been harvested since prehistoric

times and is commercially grown for the harvest of the pine nuts. Pine nuts may be eaten raw or

roasted and be added to a variety of culinary dishes.



UNDERSTORY - April 26 to May 26 – as provided by Susan Murray

Z. Inc Artist Collective & Friends
“Inside a garden art becomes touchable and unprecious. Interacting with the elements and people, insects and 

birds, it is changed”. 

This is the artist statement of Rosemary Burden, one of 16 artists highlighted in the Understory

program and map, which was available at the Welcome Desk at the entry to Darts Hill Garden Park

this past month. Sixteen artists, all with completely different approaches to their art, fanciful

interpretations of color, texture and form, thoughtful words and just plain fun stuff for all to enjoy.

The map with each artist’s statement about their work was a wonderful addition that really helped

me experience the unique art in Darts Hill Garden Park to the fullest. It was like a treasure hunt! Well

done, Z. Inc Artist Collective & Friends, let’s hope your group will make a return appearance in 2020!



Alpine Plant: Petrophytum cinerascens - is a rare species of

flowering plant in the rose family known by the common

names halfshrub rockmat and Chelan rockmat. It is endemic to

the state of Washington in the United States, where it occurs in

just a few locations along the Columbia River growing in cracks

and crevices in riverside cliffs.

Lonicera ciliosa - Trumpet Honeysuckle is native from British

Columbia to northern California. Honeysuckles have long been

a garden favorite, grown mostly for their sweetly-scented,

nectar-producing flowers. Plants in the genus, Lonicera, are

often twining vines but many are arching shrubs.

Laburnum x watereri ‘Vossii’ – Common name is a Bean Tree. Generally

grows well in climates such as the Pacific Northwest where both

summer and winter temperature are moderate Laburnum × watereri, is

noted for its pendulous axillary racemes of yellow, wisteria-like flowers

that bloom in spring. Pea-like yellow flowers, occur late spring bloom.

Flowers give way to seedpods that ripen in the fall. All parts of this tree

are poisonous.

AMAZING PLANTS OF DARTS HILL – photos provided by Susan Murray

Illicium ‘Woodland Ruby’ - This evergreen shrub with

aromatic foliage has ruby-pink starfish-like flowers in April

and May which are larger than those on either parent. It

blooms over an extended period. This is one of the most

vigorous of the Illiciums. Foliage is dark green and evergreen,

somewhat reflexed in winter.

Onopordum acanthium’ - Scottish thistle A herbaceous

biennial plant that can grow up to about 6.5 ft. (2 m) in

height. The plant is coarse, many-spined and is highly

branched. The leaves are oblong and prickly. The flower

heads are purple .



Open Houses and Visitor attendance

Our Friday, Saturday and Sunday Strolls began in April. We were very pleased that more than 400

visitors came to enjoy the garden over these first few days. We ask for everyone's help this year as we

attempt to closely record the actual number of visitors to Darts in 2019. If you visit the garden with

family, friends or other groups, please let me know when you came and how many people were in

your party. We have been growing each year by more than 2000 visitors and would like to make 2019

a record year for people who come to see Darts Hill.

General Maintenance

Spring is in full swing and we have been

working to get all beds cleaned up, weeded

and mulched before the spring openings. We

have continued to move and relocate plants

within the garden as well as continuing to

plant some of our newly purchased plants.

Our staff and the Society members have been

sourcing and purchasing many of the plants

approved by the Collections Committee. We

are always open to suggestions for growers or

nurseries that may have the rare and unique

plants we are in search of.

CITY OPERATIONS – as provided by Ken Warren, Acting Director of Feature Gardens

Debris clean up by Meet ‘n Greet - our staff

have tackled the overgrown ‘wall of plants’

just north of the main path heading up to the

meet ‘n greet. This project to clean up and

prune shrubs in bed 7e has improved site

lines as people enter the garden. We will be

working with the Native Area Committee to

enhance plantings in this area.

Photo:  S. Murray

Deadwood pruning of Rhododendrons has continued over the winter and we plan to do some post-

flower pruning to encourage fuller growth in some specimens. Pathway improvements will be

continuing throughout the garden as time allows over the upcoming months. Many of the self-seeded

Tree peonies, are being thinned out of the garden to improve the health of surrounding plants and to

make room for more unique plant material.

Photo:  S. Murray



CITY OPERATIONS, continued…

Surrey’s Park Partnerships team, along with Society Membership volunteers, have changed the set

up of the ‘Welcome Tent’ area to the entrance to the former lower works yard. This will provide a

more controlled entry point for all visitors. Please ‘spread the word’ that we have bike stands in this

area so visitors can lock up their bicycles while they tour the garden.

Photo:  S. Murray

Parking Lots and Entrances

The 1.8m (6 ft) Maple Meadows ornamental frontage fence and gate has been installed to improve

security to the north property and volunteer vehicles parked in this area. We have planted a few

wildflower sections on the Maple Meadow this spring to benefit our bees and pollinators.

The shed by the former works yard has been re-purposed as a storage shed for event tents and

material for the membership committee and the City’s Park Partnerships team. These materials were

previously stored in the washrooms and this presented logistical challenges for our weekday tours.

Fruit Trees

A collection of Crab apples have been purchased from Derry’s Orchard and Nursery. These fruit

trees will enhance our current collections and help to emphasize food sustainability in the

community. We are working with fruit industry experts and garden inventory records to identify

fruit trees in the collection.

The last of the Rhododendrons has been removed from the upper orchard and have been relocated

within the garden. We will focus on fruit tree plantings in the orchard areas in keeping with the

original concept of Mr. and Mrs. Darts.

Wayfinding signage will lead visitors in

from the parking area, past the washrooms

to the welcome tent area. The new location

will allow staff to introduce all guests to the

garden and to inform them of our programs

and suggested donations. The former set

up location in front of the washrooms had

the disadvantage of visitors ‘sneaking by’

without proper garden orientation.



Darts Hill Garden Conservancy Trust Society is an organization working in partnership 

with the City of Surrey to ensure the preservation of Darts Hill Garden Park.

THEN AND NOW
Historic Photo:  G. Laine
May 2019 photo by K. Piccott

SSGC FRANCISCA DARTS MEMORIAL AWARD

The South Surrey Garden Club presents an award in memory of Francisca Darts, a founding club

member, who gave generously of her time and talent to their Club. In 2002, Francisca Darts was the

recipient of an Honorary Doctor of Laws degree from Kwantlen Polytechnique University in

recognition of her contribution to local and world horticulture. The SSGC award will support a

student enrolled in the Horticulture Technology Diploma program—General Horticulture Studies.

(this information was taken from the SSGC newsletter)

THE GLADES GARDEN - It was with great sadness that Jim DeWolf passed away on Saturday

May 11, 2019 at Surrey Memorial Hospital after a long battle with a number of health issues.

Please his wife keep Elfriede in your thoughts and prayers.

Darts Hill Garden Conservancy Trust Society is an 
organization working in partnership with the City 
of Surrey to ensure the preservation of Darts Hill 

Garden Park

Contact:  info@dartshill.ca
Editor:  Kathy Piccott
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